ABSTRACT To quickly provision multiple virtual machines (VMs) is a challenge in nowadays cloud data centers (CDCs). By utilizing the content similarity among the virtual machine image (VMI) files, the amount of data transferred in the VM provisioning is reduced, and hence, the provisioning time can be shortened. Thus, minimizing the total amount of transferred VMI file data is helpful for accelerating the VM provisioning. Meanwhile, packing the VMs into the minimum number of physical machines (PMs) is also crucial for the CDCs. To solve these two problems at the same time, we propose a heuristic algorithm, called fast balance placement (FBP), by utilizing several tables to precompute and store the similarity relationships among different VMI files. Comparing to the balance-placement algorithm, the simulation results show that FBP uses less PMs to pack the VMs and its running time is shorter, and it transfers almost the same amount of the VMI file data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Reducing the time for the completion of the virtual machine (VM) provisioning requests is a challenging task in cloud computing. In 2012, Mao and Humphrey [1] investigated the VM provisioning times (the duration from the time of submitting the VM provisioning requests to the time that the demanded instances can be remotely logged) in three cloud platforms -Amazon EC2, Microsoft Azure and Rackspace. They presented that the VM provisioning times range from about 100 seconds to about 1000 seconds [1] . We also discover that now after five years the provisioning times of a smallest size VM, with a solid state disk or a hybrid hard drive, of Windows Server 2008 R2 are still over five minutes and about ten minutes in Microsoft Azure, respectively [2] .
The long VM provisioning time seriously reduces the cloud users' experiences and damages the Service Level Agreement(SLA). The main cause of this phenomenon is that the physical machine (PM) spends a lot of time to obtain the virtual machine image (VMI) files from the VMI pool. When a
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VM provisioning request arrives in the CDC, its corresponding VMI file has to be fetched via the network. Then the PM startups the VMs by reading the VMI file. The sizes of VMI files with the modern operating systems (OSs) are usually multiple gigabytes (GBs). If many VM provisioning requests are submitted simultaneously, the transmission of several large VMI files will inevitably cause a longer provisioning time and the heavily loaded network.
To reduce the VM provisioning time in cloud, the content similarity among different VMI files has been utilized. The VMI files are stored and transferred in the form of blocks. At the VMI file pool, a block presented in different images is stored only one piece of copy. When multiple images are transferred to a server, a block presented in different images is also sent once. By this method, the storage space has been largely saved and the network pressure has been relieved as well.
An overview of such content similarity based VMI file transmission system is shown in Fig. 1 . All VMI files are stored in a pool at block level. The blocks of a VM provisioning request are fetched from the local PM or the VMI file pool (if the local PM does not have certain blocks). A VM can start up only after all blocks of its image are fetched and re-constructed as the VMI file. In Fig. 1 , for instance, the VMs of provisioning request 1 and 2 will be placed on PM 1. The image required by provisioning request 1 consists of blocks a and b, and the image required by provisioning request 2 consists of blocks a and c. There are already two running VMs, VM A and VM B, on PM 1. Both VM A and VM B do not have block a, which is demanded by request 1. Hence this block has to be transferred from the VMI file pool. Request 1 fetches block b from VM A. For request 2, its blocks a and c can be fetched from request 1 and VM B, respectively, but not the VMI file pool.
Meanwhile, VM packing problem (VMP) is also crucial in VM provisioning for cloud data centers (CDCs). The goal of VMP is to use the minimum number of PMs to house a set of given VMs. This optimization problem has a very tight relationship with reducing energy consumption and operating costs of the CDCs. First, using less number of active PMs indicates that the CDC consumes less energy, which can reduce the cost. Second, during VM migration of server consolidation, the VM's performance degrades and CDC spends extra costs, such as network and CPU [3] . To reduce the overhead of server consolidation by reducing the number of VM migration, we can concentrate the VMs into a fewer number of PMs in the very beginning. The above mentioned VMI file transmission systems reduce the amount of data transferred in VM provisioning but do not take VMP into consideration. Our previous research [4] showed that to minimize the amount of VMI file data transferred and to minimize the number of PMs used in VM provisioning can not be achieved at the same time. Hence, we proposed BalancePlacement (BP) [4] algorithm to solve this bi-objective optimization problem.
The main disadvantage of BP is its long computation time [4] . Hence, the purpose of this paper is to reduce the implementing time of BP while the level of its operation result can be kept. Our contributions are as follows:
A) We present an algorithm, called fast BP (FBP), to reduce the VMI similarity computation overhead. B) We use a real workload trace and a random generated workload to conduct the simulations. The results show that, comparing to BP, 1) the implementing time of FBP is almost one thousand times shorter, and 2) FBP uses less PMs to house the VMs and transfers almost the same amount of VMI file data in VM provisioning.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the related works. FBP, which is improved from BP, is presented in Section III. Section IV shows our simulation results. Section V concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Several studies [4] - [8] have presented the significant content similarity among VMI files. For example, 45100 VOLUME 7, 2019
Satyanarayanan et al. [5] showed that the content similarity rate can be over 50% if the group of VMI files is based on the same major version of OS (e.g., Linux Red Hat 5.X). Jayaram et al. [6] discovered that it is possible to save up to 80% disk space to store multiple Linux OS based VMI files by sharing their similarities. Li et al. [4] also found that it is possible to save about 50% disk space to store a number of Windows OS based VMI files by using the VMI content similarity. Hence, multiple studies proposed the content similarity based VMI transmission systems to reduce the total amount of data transferred in VM provisioning, such as VDN [7] , VMTorrent [9] and VMThunder [10] .
When multiple VMI files are transferred to a PM, the transmission systems deliver them at block level. The common blocks among different VMI files are only transferred once, and then they are re-used many times in the destination PM to re-construct the wanted VMI files. By taking this method, the amount of transferred data and the provisioning time are greatly reduced. VDN [7] , for instance, is at most 80 times faster than the system without utilizing content similarity to provision the VMs with the large VMI files. To further minimize the amount of VMI file data transferred in VM provisioning is worthy of study.
To allocate the VMs, the content similarity based VMI transmission systems [7] - [12] use some simple VM placement methods, which share a same idea. To place a given VM, the systems select the PM that has the highest content similarity to the VMI files of this VM as the destination node. For the convenience, we call this kind of methods as GreedyFlow (GF) in the rest of the paper. GF reduces the amount of VMI file data transferred but cannot minimize it in VM provisioning. Minimizing the number of VMI file blocks transferred is defined as Minimized VMI File data Transferred Problem (MVFDT problem) in [4] .
After the VMI files are delivered to the destination server, two methods have been taken to boot up them into the VM instances. In VMtorrent [9] , VMthunder [10] and the system presented in [11] , all image files are in Copy-on-Write (CoW) mode. A VM modifies the blocks of its corresponding VMI file when it is running. All the CoW image files are read only to let them intact and can be directly accessed by the VMs which are subsequently mapped to the server. If multiple instances use one image at same time, the blocks modified by them will be write on their specified spaces of the storage device, respectively. Bazarbayev et al. [8] presented a system that uses local writable image files. To maintain the similarity among VMI files, all modified blocks are hashed to obtain fingerprints. Meanwhile, the above mentioned studies barely concern VMP. Our previous study [4] combined MVFDT and VMP as a bi-objective optimization problem, called Reducing Transferred VMI File Data in VM Allocation Problem (RTVD-VA problem), and proposed BP to solve it. BP sorts the PMs in the descending order by their sizes of the available memory. BP chooses the PMs one by one in this order to pack the VMs. Given a PM for placement, its VMI file blocks must be deducted from all candidate VMs. Then BP selects the VM that has the minimum number of VMI file blocks to place, and this VM's blocks are considered as on the PM. The simulation results showed that BP makes much less amount of transferred VMI file blocks and PMs used for packing than GF. But it costs several minutes for implementing BP to place the VMs. This is not acceptable for a production CDC. Hence, the goal of this paper is to reduce the running time of the algorithm and improve its efficiency and performance.
RTVD-VA is a multi-objective optimization problem. There are usually a set of optimal solutions (largely known as Pareto-optimal solution), rather than a single one, to a multi-objective problem. Without further information, one of these Pareto-optimal solutions cannot be considered to be better than the others. To find as many Pareto-optimal solutions as possible, a number of multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs), such as NSGA-II [13] , NSGA-III [14] , MOEA/D [15] and MOEA/D-DE [16] , have been proposed. Studies [17] , [18] showed that NSGA-III is the state-of-theart for solving muti-objective optimization problems. Thus, in this paper, we adopt NSGA-III to solve RTVD-VA as the baseline for comparison.
III. THE FAST BALANCE-PLACEMENT ALGORITHM
In this section, we present a fast Balance-Placement (FBP) algorithm to solve RTVD-VA. We first present the scenario and the related symbols in Section III-A. We present the basic idea of FBP in Section III-B, then give more details in Section III-C.1 and Section III-C.2.
A. SCENARIO DESCRIPTION
Let us consider a CDC that consists of a VMI file pool and N PMs. The VMI file pool is a set V of L different VMI files, and each VMI file v k is a set of blocks, where
, provides R kinds of physical resources. The available resource vector of pm j is denoted as
is the available size of the rth kind of resource on pm j . We assume that all PMs in the CDC are the same type. Hence the full capacity resource vector of a PM is denoted as {C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C r , . . . , C R }, where C r is the available size of the rth kind of resource on the PM with idle state (there is no running VM on the PM).
There are M VM provisioning requests, denoted as a set VM . For the ith VM provisioning request vr i , its demanded VMI file is denoted as vm i , and its required resource vector is {d 1 (
is the required size of the rth kind of resource.
B. THE BASIC IDEA OF THE ALGORITHM
There are two parts of our approach. First is the preprocessing and then is FBP. In preprocessing, we classify VMI files into different classes and then generate the tables which store the similarities among various VMI files. The data obtained in preprocessing can be reused by FBP for many times until a new VMI file is added into the pool. Then we use FBP to VOLUME 7, 2019 solve RTVD-VA. The basic idea of this is shown in Fig. 2 (a) . Fig. 2 (b) presents that we use similarity tables to choose VMI files to be transferred and then select its corresponding VM(s) to be placed on a given PM.
One goal of RTVD-VA is VMP. In this study, we use the method of ''Next-Fit and using Largest possible bins'' (NFL) to achieve this goal. VMP has some similar attributes with the variable-sized bin packing problem (VBP) [19] . First we define the capacity of the available resources, CP, of a PM, P, as:
The CP of the PMs is not the same in VMP, and the sizes of bins also vary in VBP. To solve VBP, researchers prefer to use the larger bins to pack the items [20] - [23] , which is the basic idea of NFL. By using NFL, the approximation ratios of the algorithms [20] - [23] for offline and online VBP are smaller than 2. All running PMs are sorted in the nonincreasing order by CP. We use the largest PMs (the PM that has the largest C) to place the VMs until it cannot host any VM. Then we select the second largest PM to place the VMs. The PMs are selected in this order until all VM provisioning requests are handled. If all running PMs are used and there still are several un-placed VMs, we convert an energy-saving state PM into the running state.
When a PM is chosen to house VMs, we are facing the challenge of selecting VMs to be places on this PM such that the number of transferred VMI file blocks can be minimized. Recall that a VM booting up requires all its VMI file blocks are present on the PM. If certain blocks are not on the PM, they must be fetched from the remote VMI file pool. Given a group of VM provisioning requests, BP calculates the similarity between each of the corresponding VMI files with the PM's local blocks. Hence, the VM that needs the minimum number of transferred blocks is selected to be placed on the PM. Afterwards, the new blocks for placing this VM are added to the PM's local blocks. Such operation is repeated for multiple times until the resources of the PM are exhausted.
Apparently, the computation overhead for BP is very high because it costs much time in calculating the similarities between the PM's local blocks and each of the VMI files in each iteration, and most of them are repeated calculations. Hence, in this paper, we pre-compute the similarities and store the results in tables (preprocessing), which are reused to improve the efficiency.
C. VM SELECTION
When PMs are chosen to house the VMs one by one, we investigate the method of selecting the VMs to pack them into the PMs.
1) SELECTING VMS FROM THE GROUP WITH UNIQUE OS CLASS
First, we discuss the problem under a simple situation, that is how to select VMs from the group with unique OS.
To avoid the repeated calculations performed in BP, we precompute the similarities among different VMI files and use tables to store the results. Let us suppose that there are a group of VM provisioning requests to be placed on a certain PM. Several cases of the PM should be discussed in this scenario.
1) The PM is in idle state, which means that there is no VMI file on it. We choose the VM with the VMI file, denoted as vp 1 , which has the minimum number of blocks, to be placed on this empty PM. Obviously, this arrangement transfers the minimum number of blocks.
We create a table T 1 to store the numbers of blocks of all VMI files. To query T 1, vp 1 is obtained.
2) The PM is not in idle state, and there is one running VM, denoted as vp 1 . Similarity, we need to identify the VM that requires the minimum number of transferred blocks. In another words, this VM is the most similar to vp 1 . To measure the similarity between two different VMI files,
, we choose to use the cardinality of the union of them query(a, b, T ) is designed, where a is the set of VMI files used by local VMs, b is the set of VMI files required by the VM provisioning requests, and T is a given table T 2, T 3 or T 4. The goal of query(a, b, T ) is to query the table T and find the VMI file that is the most similar to the PM's local blocks. The basic idea of query(a, b, T ) is shown in Fig. 3 . 
2) SELECTING VMS FROM THE GROUPS WITH DIFFERENT OS CLASSES
In the above section, we assume that the VMI files of the VM provisioning requests belong to the same operating system (OS) class. In the following, we investigate the situation that the requested VMI files cross all different OS classes.
a: VMI FILE TYPES CLASSIFICATION
First, we conquer the challenge of addressing the differences among various VMI files. In the real scenario, it is very unlikely for the VMI files from two different OS classes to share any common blocks [6] , [7] . We cannot gain any benefit by comparing the similarity of such VMI files (with the hope to reuse the blocks in the PM) because they are totally different. Hence, we classify the VMI files into different types based on their OSes. For example, the VMI files running on the platform of Windows 10 belong to one VMI type and the VMI files running on the platform of Linux 5.0x belong to another VMI type. We assume that there are T VMI file types, and the tth type is denoted as vt t . All VMI file types are denoted as a set VT . In Microsoft Azure cloud computing platform, the VMIs are classified into six types: Linux, Windows Server, SQL Server, Oracle, IBM and SAP [2] . In the Linux type, there are several smaller types: CentOS, CoreOS, Debian, SUSE Linux Enterprise, openSUSE and Ubuntu [2] . Considering that the versions of a OS significantly impact the similarity rate (for example, we discover that the common content between a CentOS 5.X VMI file and a CentOS 6.X VMI file is almost 0MB), the classification of VMIs should be more fine-grained. The VMIs in CentOS type, for instance, should be divided into a number of sub types, such as CentOS 5, CentOS 6 and so on. Accordingly, T can be bigger than 10 in a production CDC. At this time, for each VMI file type, we construct three tables, T 2, T 3 and T 4, which store the pre-computed cardinalities among VMI files in it. It should be noted that the classification of VMI file types and the generation of tables are done before FBP starts. They are preprocessing operations for the implementations of FBP.
b: VM PROVISIONING REQUESTS GROUPING
Usually, a VMI file is demanded by multiple VM provisioning requests at the same time. If a certain VMI file is most similar to the PM's local blocks and thus is selected, the natural arrangement is to place all the demanding VMs on the PM as long as the PM's resources are sufficiently large. If the PM does not have sufficient resources to house all the VMs, a question emerges: which VMs that use this VMI file should be placed on the PM? At this time, we give the preference to the candidate VM requests that require for the larger size of resources. In the following, we present more details of this mechanism.
At the beginning of the FBP, all VM provisioning requests are divided into L groups based on their required VMI files. The requests that require the same VMI file are in the same group. The lth group is denoted as vmi l , and the corresponding VMI file is denoted as VMI l . Then the L groups are classified into T sets based on the VMI file type. If the groups use the same type of VMI files, they are in the same set. The tth set is denoted as RT t . In FBP, we arrange the VM provisioning requests in a vmi l in the nonascending order. This idea is adopted from the solution to the bin packing problem. Given an instance I of the bin packing problem and its optimal solution OPT (I ), Dósa [24] proposed an algorithm, which uses no more than 11/9 · OPT (I ) + 6/9 bins,. This algorithm sorts the items in nonascending order by their requirements for the space. After we have decided to place a VM that uses VMI l to the current PM, we select the VM that requires the largest capacity of resource in vmi l . Hence the VMs in vmi l must be pre-ordered. The required capacity of resource, R, VOLUME 7, 2019 of a VM provisioning request, A, is described as:
We use an instance to further describe above operation. We assume that CPU is the required resource of the VMs. There are three VMI file types, vt 1 To further explain how to select the VM provisioning requests to the given PM, we have to consider the following two cases: 1) the PM is in idle state, and 2) there are a number of running VMs on it.
1) When the PM is in the idle state (the local VMI file set is empty), our VM placement starts from the most populated request set. When there are multiple request groups in the selected set, we first select the requests from the group whose VMI file size is the smallest. Taking Fig. 4 as an example. RT 1 has seven provisioning requests and therefore is selected. RT 1 has two request groups, vmi 1 and vmi 2 . Assuming that the size of v 1 is smaller than that of v 2 , we select requests in v 1 's corresponding request group, vmi 1 . For vmi 1 , we select G because it requires more resources than C, A and E.
If none of the VM provisioning requests of the first set can be placed on the PM (due to the resource constraints) or this set is empty, we move to the next group. This operation is repeated until the PM's resources are exhausted. 2) When there is at least one VM running on the given PM (the local VMI file set is not empty), we first count the number of the local VMI files corresponding to every requested VMI file type, respectively. Then we select the VM provisioning requests of the set that has the largest number of local VMI files. If there is a tie, we select the request set that has the most requests. We also take Fig. 4 as an example. Let us suppose that the numbers of local VMI files corresponding to RT 1 , RT 2 and RT 3 are 4, 4 and 5, respectively. At this time, the placement order of the three sets is RT 3 RT 1 RT 2 . If the selected request set contains multiple groups, we must compare the similarities between the corresponding requested VMI files and the PM's local blocks by querying the tables which are mentioned in Section. III-C.1. For RT 3 , assuming that vm 5 is more similar to the local blocks than vm 6 , we first select L, which requires 5 units of CPU, then follow by F, which requires 4 units of CPU. If the VM provisioning requests in the first set cannot be placed on the PM (due to the resource constraints) or this set is empty, we move to the next group. This operation is repeated until the PM's resources are exhausted.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we conduct the simulations in Matlab R2012a to evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm. We compare FBP with BP and NSGA-III [14] , [25] . The details of NSGA-III are presented in IV-A. We select following three metrics to evaluate the performances: 1) the number of PMs used by the algorithms; 2) the number of transferred blocks of VMI files; 3) the running times.
A. NSGA-III
In this section, we use NSGA-III to solve RTVD-VA.
We use the real-coded method to describe a potential solution for NSGA-III, termed as the individual/member of the population. We adopt the classic simulated binary crossover (SBX) operator and polynomial mutation [26] for real-coded NSGA-III. To generate the initial population, we use a first-fit packing algorithm (FFP) to obtain its members. To obtain different members, we input PMs and VM provisioning requests in arbitrary order, respectively.
Sathe et al. [27] discovered that state-of-the-art multiobjective genetic algorithms such as NSGA can solve the biobjective bin packing problem with single constraints, but they are incapable of solving such problems with multiple constraints. Due to the large number of constraints, many infeasible individuals (in an infeasible individual, some VMs are placed on the PMs that do not have enough resources) are generated after the crossover operation and mutation operation, and finally the solutions are trapped in the initial population. Hence, the solutions are not accurate. We faced the same challenge when we use NSGA-III to solve RTVD-VA due to the large number of resource constraints. Thus, each infeasible individual must be re-constructed into a feasible one. For an infeasible individual, we first find out the PMs housing the VMs that require more resources than they can provide. For convenience, these PMs are termed as the infeasible PMs. Then we move some VMs from the infeasible PMs, denoted as a set H 1 , to the PMs that have enough resources until the individual is feasible. The destination PMs are divided into two sets, H 2 (the PMs with running VMs) and H 3 (the idle state PMs). We sort the PMs in H 2 in descending order by their capacities of the available resources described in Eq. (1) in Section III-C.1. This sorted set is denoted as H 2 . We prefer to use H 2 's top PMs to place the moved VMs. If all PMs in H 2 have been used and there still are some infeasible PMs, we use PMs in H 3 to place the moved VMs. For a PM in H 1 , we attempt to select the VMs that are beneficial for reducing the transferred number of blocks to move. Given a PM in H 1 , we divide its running VMs into T sets based on the VMI file types they used. Then we sort them in ascending order by their number of VMI files. From the first set, we randomly select a VM to move until the set is empty or the PM is no longer an infeasible one. If current set is empty, we select the VMs from the next set. If the PM is no longer infeasible, we add it to the end of H 2 .
The Matlab codes of NSGA-III are modified from Yarzip [28] . The Matlab codes of SBX operator and polynomial mutation operator are modified from MathWorks [29] . The related parameters of NSGA-III, such as the mutation rate and selection probability, are set as the default provided by Yarzip [28] .
B. SIMULATION SETUP
We emulate a CDC that has a VMI file pool and 200 PMs. The VMI file pool has 20 different VMI file types, and each VMI file type consists of 20 different VMI files. There are totally over one million different blocks in this pool, and each VMI file consists of about 20000 different blocks (±4000 blocks). To simulate the VMI file pool, we use the analysis of the content similarity rate of 525 different Linux based VMI files presented in [6] . The PMs have been already randomly assigned multiple running VMs. The length of a VM provisioning request queue is 1000, and each request randomly asks for a VMI file from the VMI file pool.
We simulate two different scenarios to evaluate the performances of the algorithms.
In the first scenario, we use real CDC situations to drive the simulation. First,we use Amazon EC2 instance types [30] to randomly generate the VM request queue ten times. Each VM request requires three kinds of resources, CPU, memory and storage, as shown in Tab. 1. An idle state PM has 32 cores CPU, 128GB memory and 1TB HDD storage. In this case, 300 VMs are randomly assigned to the idle PMs before the algorithms are implemented. Second, we use the workload trace collected from Bitbrains data center [31] to generate the VM request queue. Shen et al. [31] analyzed the trace and discovered that about 40% VMs requesting for 1 core CPU, about 20% VMs requesting for 2 cores CPU, about 28% VMs requesting for 4 cores CPU, about 6% VMs requesting for 8 cores CPU, about 4% VMs requesting for 16 cores CPU, and about 2% VMs requesting for 32 cores CPU. According to this requirement distribution, we generate 1000 VM instance requests. The VM instance types of Bitbrains are presented in Tab. 2. The PM in this case provides 64 cores CPU, 1 TB memory in idle state. Initially, we randomly assigned another 1000 VMs (also meets the distribution of Bitbrains) ten times on the idle PMs, respectively. Then we handle the VM request queue by the algorithms.
In the second scenario, we evaluate the impacts of more resource constraints on the algorithms, which can meet the future extensions of the CDC. There are four types of multiple resource constraints. The numbers of different kinds of resources are set as 4, 6, 8, 10 , respectively. For a request, the required units of each kind of resource is a random number in [1, 2, 4, 8] . An idle state PM can provide 32 units of each kind of resource. We randomly generate 10 VM provisioning request queues for each type of resource constraints. In this scenario, 300 VMs are randomly assigned to the idle PMs before the algorithms are implemented.
C. RESULTS OF SCENARIO 1 1) BASED ON AMAZON EC2 INSTANCE TYPES
The average running times of the three algorithms are shown in Fig. 5 . FBP spends about 1.76 seconds to process 1000 VM provision requests. Obviously, the implementing time of FBP is much more shorter than BP and NSGA-III. The reason why BP and NSGA-III are implemented so long is that they have to do a large number of calculations for discovering the similarity among VMs, which is very time consuming.
The average numbers of transferred VMI file blocks with the three algorithms of the ten request queues are shown in Fig. 6 (a) . BP is the best among the three algorithms. FBP and NSGA-III are very close to it. FBP transfers about at VOLUME 7, 2019 most 0.33% more blocks than BP. Considering that FBP has short implementing time, such gap is acceptable.
Regarding the number of PMs used for packing the VMs, the average result of NSGA-III is better, and the average result of BP is the worst, as shown in Fig. 6 (b) . FBP uses less PMs than BP because it utilizes FFD to sort the VMs. NSGA-III uses multiple iterations to find the better solutions which use less numbers of PMs. In NSGA-III, different solutions use various sets of PMs. In FBP, the PMs used for packing are determined and fixed at the beginning by sorting, and cannot be adjusted during the implementation. Hence, FBP uses more PMs than NSGA-III.
It also can be seen from Fig. 6 that NSGA-III is better at solving VMP than solving MVFDT. NSGA-III uses about 2% and 7% less PMs than FBP and BP, respectively, but it transfers more blocks than both of them.
To further evaluate the performance, we investigate two extra cases with Amazon EC2 instance types. First, we evaluate the implementing times of the algorithms by increasing the sizes of request queues. There are four sizes of request queues: 200 VM requests, 400 VM requests, 600 VM requests and 800 VM requests. Each size of queues are randomly generated ten times and addressed by the algorithms. The result is shown in Fig. 7 . The implementing times of the three algorithms are nearly proportionate to the size of the VM request queue. Along with the increasing of size, the ratio of increased implementing time of BP becomes larger than that of FBP. For example, the average time of handling 800 VM requests is about double of that of handling 200 VM requests by using FBP, whereas this ratio is almost triple by using BP. BP has to do more times of similarity calculation among VMI files than that of FBP for each PM. This is because FBP can avoid finding the similarities among some VMI files.
Second, we evaluate the amount of extra idle state PMs used for packing. We randomly convert several PMs into idle state and keep 100 PMs in the original state. The results are shown in Fig. 8 . BP uses the largest number of extra idle state PMs and NSGA-III uses the smallest one. This result again demonstrates that NSGA-III is better at solving VMP. But we do not suggest a production CDC use NSGA-III to provision the VMs due to its very long running time.
2) BASED ON BITBRAINS WORKLOAD
The average numbers of transferred VMI file blocks with the three algorithms of the ten request queues are shown in Fig. 9 (a) . FBP transfers about 0.21% more blocks than BP, and it uses about 2.2% less PMs to house the VMs. In Bitbrain, a large percentage of VMs (about 60%) have low resource requirements [31] . Hence, VMs can be better packed into the PMs, and this further results in a better similarity exploitation among the images. In this case, NSGA-III still uses the smallest number of PMs.
The comparison of the average running times of the algorithms are also presented in Fig. 10 . Apparently, FBP uses the shortest time to obtain the results.
D. RESULTS OF SCENARIO 2
Fig . 11 shows the average numbers of PMs used by the three algorithms with the four types of resource constraints, respectively. Along with the number of resource constraints increases, the numbers of PMs used for packing by all three algorithms also increase. Meanwhile, regarding the number of PMs used for packing, the gaps between BP and NSGA-III are larger than the gaps between FBP and NSGA-III when the number of resource constraints increases. For example, BP uses about 4.5% more PMs than FBP with 4 kinds of resource, and it uses about 6.5% more PMs than FBP with 10 kinds of resource. This indicates that BP cannot efficiently pack the VMs with multiple resource constraints. Fig. 12 shows the average numbers of VMI file blocks transferred in VM provisioning by the three algorithms with the four types of resource constraints, respectively. The result also increases with the number of kinds of required resource increases. This can be explained as following. The VMs that demand for the VMIs in a same type cannot be placed together with more kinds of resource (the more the kinds of resource, the larger the number of PMs used for packing). Thus, the content similarity among different VMI files cannot be captured. Furthermore, because of the same reason, NSGA-III transfers almost the same numbers of blocks with BP in all cases of Scenario 2.
We also compare the average running times of these algorithms in this scenario, and the results are given in Fig. 13 . This presents the advantage of FBP under the demands of different types of resource regarding the running time.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose FBP to solve RTVD-VA. FBP is nearly one thousand times faster than BP. While transferring almost the same number of VMI file blocks, FBP uses less PMs for packing than BP. We also adopt NSGA-III to solve RTVD-VA as a baseline for comparison. But there are still some flaws of FBP. For instance, it spends lots of time to generate the tables, and adding the information of a new VMI file into the system is also time consuming.
In the future, we will further reduce the number of PMs used for packing and exploit the content similarity among VMs. The VMI transmission time would be reduced by improving the network performance [32] , [33] . It is meaningful that to deploy FBP on a real content similarity based VMI file transmission system for the CDC. Improving the performance of NSGA-III is also our future study. Furthermore, it is worthy to use other solutions such as Tetris or certain machine learning techniques to solve this problem. Finally, we have to eliminate the negative consequences of simultaneously booting up multiple VMs in the future study. 
